MDS Head board toggle (Heavy duty)
Kit no. 511-701-07

Mounting instruction

Fasteners:
MC6S M6x53 screws are included in the kit.

Tools needed:
Allen-key 5mm
(Large screwdriver)

Mounting:
1. Dismantle the upper and lower travellers by removing the allen-screws.
2. Remove the sail entry by pushing the middle piece in and down where it is marked ”Φ RELEASE”. A large screwdriver can be used to make this operation easier.
3. Insert the lower traveller sideways into the opening in the mast and let it rest on the boom bracket. Make sure the arrow printed on the traveller points downwards.
4. Insert the top traveller sideways into the opening in the mast. Make sure the arrow printed on the traveller points up towards the masthead.
5. Keep the top traveller just above the opening in the mast.
6. Insert the pre-assembled toggle/traveller sideways into the opening in the mast and simultaneously slide the toggle into the upper and lower travellers.
7. Fit the allen-screws into the upper and lower travellers and tighten*. The full batten and intermediate travellers can now be inserted.
8. Put the sail entry back by sliding it down into the opening while pushing the middle piece where it is marked ”Φ RELEASE” Push the sail entry in and up.

*) CAUTION! Do not over-tension the screws - the toggle must be able to articulate freely. This applies to all travellers.